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zero waste: theory & practice around the world - outline a.a quick word about sustainability b. zero
waste the springboard to sustainability ce critical step forward dom zw to sustainability e. zw around the world
eck to the big picture web zero waste recycling list 8-18 - phoenix - food scraps and yard waste (consider
composting) electronics (return to local electronics store) batteries (return to local electronics or hardware
store) light bulbs (return to local hardware store) large scrap metal or car parts (take to local scrap yard) title:
web_zero waste recycling list 8-18 zero waste - sf environment - zero waste san francisco continues to lead
the nation toward zero waste. zero waste means products are designed and used according to the waste
reduction hierarchy (reduce, reuse then recycle or compost) and principle of highest and best use, so no
material goes to landfill or high-temperature destruction. integrated waste management zero waste
strategic plan - achieve zero waste, the city can both maximize diversion from landfills (through program
implementation and facility development) and reduce generation of waste (through zero waste policies and
education). achieving zero waste entails encouraging the city, its residents, and its businesses to reevaluate
what we view as waste. zero waste: a key move towards a sustainable society - waste society. what is
the zero waste strategy? the zero waste strategy says no to incinerators, no to mega-landfills, no to the
throwaway society and yes to a sustainable society. while it may sound like an idealistic goal, we can put it
into a realistic time frame. we do not expect to reach zero waste next year, but we can anticipate that ... road
to zero waste plan - fort collins, colorado - achieve zero waste by building on our success. over time, the
city will partner with service providers, residents and businesses to determine the most desirable and effective
ways to get to a zero waste destination. entrepreneurs and service providers will be assisted in moving down
this road to zero waste with the council’s adoption of clear zero waste - pomona - getting to zero waste is a
big goal for pomona, but if we all work together, we can get a lot closer to zero waste than we are now. all it
takes is making small, easy adjustments to everyday habits (e.g. buying less, reusing more). business or
school. say no to excessive there are 5 steps to zero waste: refuse, city of san diego zero waste plan - zero
waste is a principle that calls for handling discarded materials as commodities for reuse rather than for
disposal, and conserving those commodities through waste prevention, recycling, composting, and other
technologies. california state university, los angeles zero waste plan - california state university, los
angeles (cal state la) has implemented waste reduction and recycling programs to achieve the policy goals of
the california state university sustainability policy, which are: reduce solid waste disposal by 50% by 2016
reduce solid waste disposal by 80% by 2020 move to zero waste the zero waste city: tokyo’s quest for a
sustainable ... - zero waste city is ultimately a political project and japanese are still divided over how to
prioritize and integrate economic growth and environmental quality goals. the eco-effective, zero-waste model
envisions transforming the current trade off between economic development and environmental well being
into a virtuous zero waste plan - ucla sustainability - the goal was set to achieve zero waste to landfill by
2020, with an interim goal of 75% diversion by 2012. pursuant to the policy, ucla has developed this zero
waste plan to begin to map out how to reduce our waste and get to zero waste to landfill, or 95% or higher
diversion by 2020. cabinet action plan - cleanphl - this action plan is a result of executive order 13-16
signed by mayor james f. kenney on december 20, 2016. executive order 13-16 created the zero waste and
litter cabinet to move the city of philadelphia toward a zero waste and litter-free future. waste and litter asu
roadmap to zero waste - arizona state university - 4 asu roadmap to zero solid waste executive summary
the roadmap to zero solid waste was carried out using a sequence of planning and analytical processes. first,
we undertook a waste audit, an assessment of the composition of roadmap to zero waste - pittsburgh regions of climate action (r20) to offer to finance a “roadmap to zero waste” document for the city. r20’s offer,
in coordination with 100 resilient cities ( 100 rc), was accepted by the city of pittsburgh and a plan to move
forward was created. during the week of november 28th, 2016, two members of the r20 team, peter lobin and
pamela
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